We recently hosted Mr. Anil Whabi (CFO) of Finolex Industries Ltd (FNXP) to gain insight on
company’s business and industry outlook.



The business operations have normalized during Q2FY22 after a muted Q1FY22,
which got impacted by second wave of Covid-19 led regional lockdowns. While the
demand situation has improved, Agri pipe supplies remain impacted by higher PVC
Resin prices and monsoon. However, non-agri pipes segment continues to do well.



After correcting from peak levels of USD 1,650-1,670/MT in April-21, the PVC resin
prices have resumed their uptrend, led by supply disruptions due to container shortages.
During mid-Aug, PVC resin prices stood at USD 1,530/MT, EDC USD 700/MT, Ethylene
USD 965/MT, VCM USD 1,100/MT. PVC-EDC spreads stood at USD 830/MT (improved
from USD 670/MT in the last one month). The spot prices of PVC Resin have already
surpassed the peak levels of April-21.



Besides ongoing logistical issues, rapidly intensifying Hurricane Ida over US Gulf
Coast region (recently hit Louisiana coast), which manufactures nearly 20% of global
Ethylene and includes many downstream producers, could further tighten the supply
situation. Hence the management feels that PVC Resin prices could remain high in
near term and could take time to normalize.



Looking at current demand situation FNXP expects improved performance in the coming
quarters. It is confident of surpassing pipes & fittings sales volumes of FY21. However,
achieving volumes of FY20 (which was normal year for the company) looks challenging,
given periodical disruptions caused by Covid lockdowns and postponement of demand
in Agri pipes segment, which is expected to pick up post monsoon.



With continued efforts towards product portfolio enhancement and improving distribution
reach (increasing focus on establishing presence in metros and under projects business),
FNXP expects non-agri pipes mix to improve going forward. Overall Pipes & Fittings
EBIT margins are likely to remain in the range of Rs 9-10/kg over medium term.



While the non-agri pipes segment could witness increased competition going forward
due to entry of new organized players, the management does not see any unhealthy
undercutting of pricing or margin pressures, as it expects demand for plumbing and
sanitation pipes to rise substantially in coming years.



There have been no major additions to the existing 21,000 retail touch points during
the quarter. However, it is expected to scale up in the coming months.



As of now, FNXP has no plans to enter into new product segments like plastic water
storage tanks. It would take a call on the same at later stage.
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Valuation and Recommendation


We remain positive on FNXP’s medium to long term growth prospects, given its dominant
presence in agri pipes and fittings, strong brand recall and expanding distribution
reach. With faster ramp up in non-agri pipes and robust industry outlook, FNXP’s
overall growth trajectory should remain healthy. We maintain BUY rating on the stock
with target price of Rs 212.
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Key to Ratings Stocks:
BUY: Absolute return of 15% and above; ACCUMULATE: 5% to 15%; HOLD: Upto ±5%; REDUCE: -5% to -15%; SELL: -15% and below.
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